1. Introduction. In his remarkable combinatorial paper, Redfield [3] derived a formula for the number of equivalence classes of "range correspondences." It can be obtained by applying Burnside's wellknown theorem [l] for the number of orbits determined by a permutation group and is used to enumerate superposed graphs [2] . In this announcement we construct a more general permutation group, called the "matrix group" and give an explicit expression for the number of orbits it determines. This result enables us to enumerate superposed graphs composed of interchangeable copies of the same graph. N[A ; B] , Let G be a graph with n points. The automorphism group of G, denoted T(G), is a permutation group of degree n. The symmetric group of degree m is denoted, as usual, by S m . The following theorem is a consequence of the construction of the matrix group. THEOREM Observe that for any prime ƒ>, the previous formula (4) for J p (b{) can be written • monomials b{ l bi* k and ƒ> | j, , if #|*.
The number of orbits determined by the matrix group [A; B] is denoted

The number of superposed graphs composed of m interchangeable copies of G is N[S m ; T(G)].
